FOREWORD
F
OR years past writers have been prophesying that the
centre of world affairs was moving from the Atlantic
to the Pacific Observers have reminded us of the dominant
role that Asia has played in human history and have declared
their belief that the forces of geography and humanity were
shifting the world centre of gravity back to Asia from Europe
where it had rested for a few short centuries Such state
ments must be treated with caution Whilst it may be true
that the massive concentrations of people m southern and
eastern Asia will ultimately give these areas an importance
beyond anything they have owned in the last three centuries
it would be rash to claim for them predominance in world
affairs It may be that the leadership of Europe as a
continent has ended it is certain that Europe as a system of
ideas and as a way of Me has not If she is to be displaced
and her suzerainty ended her logical successor is not China
or Japan but North America where economically and politi
cally dynamic influences of greater power than ever the
world has known are concentrated
In the sense that North America and Japan have come to
conflict mainly over the future of China the Pacific Basin
has become a theatre in which a great historic trend is taking
shape    The significance of that fact needs no exaggeration
that it has vital importance for every people is dear
We now see that when Commodore Perry presented the
Mikado with the choice of peaceful trade or war in 1853
the Pacific Basin came into the orbit of world politics That
act signified the intrusion of the Western peoples into the
isolationism of the Orient It was an intrusion of foreign
modes and new ideas rather than an invasion of peoples
New techniques revolutionary inventions strange ways of
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